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A general method for the simulation of complex flows of liquid crystalline polymers (LCPs) using a 
stochastic semi-Lagrangian micro-macro method is introduced. The macroscopic part uses a spatial-
temporal second order accurate semi-Lagrangian algorithm, where ideas from the finite element and 
natural element methods are mixed in order to compute average quantities. The microscopic part employs 
a stochastic interpretation of the Doi-Hess LCP model, which is discretized with a second order Richardson 
extrapolated Euler-Maruyama scheme. 
The new method is validated and tested using the benchmark problem of flow between rotating eccen-
tric cylinders. In a decoupled analysis, a discussion on the sensibility of the scalar order parameter to the 
macroscopic flow is offered. For the coupled situation, the proposed method predicts disclinations at 
certain regions of the geometry, as well as an accentuated abatement of the flow as the strength of the 
micro-macro interaction increases. Further examples are provided at different Peclet and concentration 
numbers to gain insight on the behavior of complex flows of LCPs in the eccentric cylinder geometry. 
The generality and robustness of the method, as well as its accurate prediction of LCP behavior under 
complex flows are main features of the implementation. 
1. Introduction 
Liquid crystals (LCs) are anisotropic fluids in which the orien-
tador! of the rigid molecules they comprise are affected by the 
history of the flow; all the more so since most of the properties 
of the LC will greatly depend on the fluctuations of the unit vec-
tor field (the so-called directors d) which represents the different 
average orientation of the particles. Furthermore, the actual cou-
pling between flow and particle orientation plays in both directions, 
according to rules not yet ascertained. Typically, LC molecules (like 
the extensively studied pentyl-cyano-biphenyl, or 5CB molecule) 
possess moderately high aspect ratios, and liquid crystalline poly-
mers (LCPs) have rigid units that can behave as rodlike particles, 
with extremely high aspect ratios. 
Along with the Leslie-Ericksen theory [1-3] and the Landau-
de Gennes model (see, e.g. [4]), the Hess-Doi model ([5,6]) has 
been widely employed to simúlate complex flows of LCPs. In the 
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Hess-Doi model, the LCP is envisioned as an ensemble of particles 
with infinite aspect ratio (rigid rods) that undergo Brownian motion 
and interact via a self-consistent mean-field potential. However, 
the complexity of the problem demands further simplifications, like 
reducing the dimensions of the configuration space or employing 
simplified expressions for the rotary diffusivity and the mean-field 
potential. 
Using the Hess-Doi model, remarkable insight has been gained 
on the behavior of LCPs in puré shear homogeneous flows [7-18], 
Poiseuille flow (see, e.g. [19,20]) and pressure-driven flows [21]; 
however, complex flows have received comparatively little atten-
tion, possibly due to the computational cost of accurately reflecting 
the historical effects and the flow modification induced by the so-
altered particle orientations. An exception is the work by Feng and 
Leal [22], who investigated the start-up of LCPs according to the 
Hess-Doi model in an eccentric cylinder geometry. 
In order to avoid a direct simulation of the distribution function 
appearing in the Hess-Doi kinetic model, it is a common approach 
to combine the macroscopic and the statistical models in some form 
of closure approximation [9-11,16,18]. Since closure approxima-
tions can severely alter the time evolution of the alignment tensor, 
a wrong choice could lead to inconsistencies with the kinematic 
model they were based on [23], or produce macroscopic results 
qualitatively different from those predicted by the distribution 
function. In this respect, the recent effort by Kroger and co-workers 
[24] should definitely help in the election of a statistically consis-
tent closure approximation. An investigation of appropriate closure 
approximations and their possible qualitative impact on the results 
in the eccentric cylinder geometry can be found in [25,26]. As an 
alternative, hybrid methods propose a simultaneous resolution of 
both the macroscopic equations (Navier-Stokes equations with a 
source term due to the polymer) and the diffusion equations for the 
particle orientations. 
Thus, the two main families of methods used nowadays attempt 
either to solve the diffusion equation in configuration space 
(Fokker-Planck), or to couple discretization techniques with a 
direct solution of the associated stochastic differential equation 
for a large ensemble of trajectories. The direct solution of the 
Fokker-Planck equation is arguably superior in terms of conver-
gence for small numbers of degrees of freedom in homogeneous 
fields, if the proper trial functions are chosen; spherical harmon-
ics have been traditionally employed [7], but recently, Suen et al. 
[27] presented the wavelet expansión as a sound alternative. As 
to the second class of methods, explored in [28-30], they are still 
rather competitive when complex flows and precise, rheological 
information come into scene (see, e.g. the review by Keunings on 
micro-macro methods for viscoelastic fluids for a more detailed 
exposition [31]). 
Following this latter approach, we intend to devise an efficient 
and accurate micro-macro method to simúlate complex flows of 
LCPs, with a focus on the solution of the fully coupled problem, 
and not so much about how the LCP reacts to given velocity fields. 
The purpose is threefold: (1) to introduce a general method for 
the simulation of LCPs, assessing its capabilities and drawbacks in 
the context of complex LCPs flows; (2) to address the discrepan-
cies or concordances between the valúes predicted by this method 
and other solution methods such as closure approximations or 
the spherical harmonics technique for the rheological variables of 
interest, namely, the scalar order parameter S or the director vec-
tor d; and (3) to study the effect of the LCP over a macroscopic, 
quasi-Newtonian Stokes flow. 
The present paper is organized as follows. Section 1 serves as an 
introduction to the topic of LCPs and their simulation. The mathe-
matical description of the problem is exposed in Section 2. Section 
3 provides numerical details on the algorithm, including a suc-
cinct description of the micro-macro method used. In Section 4 we 
show results for the eccentric cylinder geometry, comparing them 
with those of previous works and discussing the discrepancies that 
might arise. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the main objectives and 
conclusions of this work. 
2. Mathematical formulation 
The description of the LCP solution will follow the Hess-Doi 
model [5,6], where the LCP solution is thought of as an ensem-
ble of neutrally buoyant rodlike particles with infinite aspect ratio. 
The LCP solution is subject to a macroscopic hydrodynamic flow 
which depends on the problem geometry. Conversely, the parti-
cle orientations, measured by the director vectors, exert a certain 
stress back on the flow which translates into a flow modification, 
should the concentration of the polymer in the solution be high 
enough. 
2.2. Macroscopic equations: dimensionless form 
We consider the flow of a constant density LCP solution in a 
bounded domain D e l 2 with boundary T during a time interval 
[0, T]. The boundary T is composed of various pieces V, Ts, r ° 
denoting inflow, solid and outflow boundaries, respectively. The 
governing equations, assuming there are no body forces acting on 
the flow, are the following: 
í p ^ + V p = í ? s A v + V . T L C i n D x ( 0 , r ] , 
[ V-v = 0in Dx(0 ,T ] . 
These equations are to be solved with the initial conditions 
v(x, 0) = v0(x) VxsD, 
and the boundary conditions 
v(x, t) = 0on TsVt, 
- p n + í?STj-=g(x,t)on r°Vt, 
on 
- n - v ( x , t) = a(x, t) on PVt. 
(2) 
(3) 
Here, v and p denote the flow velocity and the hydrodynamic 
pressure, respectively; p is the constant density of the solution; n 
is the unitary outward normal vector at the boundary; g and a are 
knowndata; (D/Dt) = (3/3t) + v- Vrepresents the material deriva-
tive operator; the total stress tensor r is defined as r = rs + TLC, 
where the Newtonian stress tensor is TS = Í?S(VV+ (VV)T) with r¡s 
being the solvent viscosity; and TLC is the liquid crystal contribution 
due to anisotropic particle orientations. 
For a circular geometry such as the eccentric cylinder device (see 
Fig. 3), one can select a characteristic lengthL, a characteristic time 
T, and express the rest of macroscopic magnitudes in the following 
manner: v* = v/(<wl) as the dimensionless velocity, p* = p/{r¡s(ú) 
as the dimensionless pressure, and T*LC = Tic/(3nkB&) as the stress 
tensor in non-dimensional form. Here, '*' denotes a dimensionless 
magnitude, n is the number density of rodlike particles, kB is the 
Boltzmann constant, co is the angular frequeney, and 0 the absolute 
temperature. Then, one can write the dimensionless equivalent of 
Eqs.(l)-(3): 
Re^+Vp* = Av* + ^ V - T [ c i n D* x (0 , P ] (4) 
(5) 
(6) 
[ V-v* = Oin D* x ( 0 , P ] . 
v*(x*,0)= ^ ^ =v0*(x)Vx*sD*. 
v*(x*,t*) = 0on Ts*Vt*, 
* * 9v* g(x> t) , „ , , ,
 t 
-p*n* + — = *^-L = g* on r°* Vt*, 3n* r¡s(ú 
-n* • v* (x*, t) = ^ % ^ = a* on P* Vt*, 
where Dr isthe rotary diffusivityofthe LCP particles; Re = pu>\?/r¡s 
is the Reynolds number; c = nkB&/(2j]sDr) is the concentration 
parameter; and Pe = co/(6Dr) is the Peclet number. 
2.2. Microscopic equations: dimensionless form 
The description of the LCP according to the Hess-Doi model 
[7,32,33] for rodlike particles with aspect ratio r -> oo, prescribes an 
evolution equation for the particle orientation probability density 
functionifr (x, t, u) of the form: 
~Dt 
-Dr 
+ -j— • [(u • Vv - uuu : Vv) i//-] 
3u 
dxlr , 3 
3u 3u 
V 
k¿® 
(7) 
:0, 
whereifr(x, t, u) is the probability density that a rodlike particle 
aligns itself according to the unit vector u at time t and position 
x; Vv is the velocity gradient; Vis the mean-field potential; and Dr 
is the rotary diffusivity for a rodlike partióle in an isotropic solution. 
The stochastic equation equivalent to Eq. (7) is given by [34,7,30]: 
da = (I - uu) • 
- 2Drudt, 
u • Vv - Dr du 
V 
dt + • 
(8) 
with I being the identity tensor andW(t) = {Wi(t), W2(t), W3(t)} 
a vector whose components are independent Wiener processes. 
We here choose the Maier-Saupe form [35,6] of the mean-field 
potential: 
A • Vclocity Vh Pressure p/¡ O l>ülv mcr stress tensor r „ 
Fig. 1. Extended Taylor-Hood computational element, P2/P1/P1 for velocity, pres-
sure and polymer stress tensor nodes. 
V = Vm{u) : - UkB&uu: (uu) (9) 
where Lf is the dimensionless strength of the LC-interaction, and (•> 
indicates an orientational ensemble average. 
Remarkl. The mean-field interaction strength Lf and rotary diffu-
sivity Dr depend on the concentration of LCP molecules. Following 
previous approaches [21-23,25,26], we consider situations where 
the orientations of the LCPs molecules can vary within the domain 
but the concentration is spatially homogeneous. We note that 
the method proposed here can be applied also to the more gen-
eral situation of inhomogeneous concentrations (see, e.g. [36-40]); 
however, we focus on the case of homogeneous concentrations 
in order to facilítate comparison of our new method to previous 
results. 
Considering a circular geometry with the same characteristic 
length L and characteristic time T as in Section (2.1), we can write 
the following dimensionless variables: K* = KT = (VV*)T as the 
transpose of the dimensionless velocity gradient and D* = DrT as 
the dimensionless rotary diffusivity, which relates to the Peclet 
number according to Pe = 1 /(6D¡í). Thus, considering that dW* has 
dimensions of -/t* and the mean field potential given by Eqs. (8) 
and (9) can be rewritten as: 
da = (I - uu) • K* U U -I (uu) 2Pe[ ' u )dt* + > -dW* 
3Pe -dt*. 
(10) 
The initial distribution u(t = 0) should be set according to the 
conditions specified in the problem, e.g. perfect alignment with the 
'x-axis'=j> u(t = 0) = e_x, where e_xrepresents the unit vector along 
that axis; or an isotropic condition (perfect disorder). 
The dimensionless contribution of the polymer to the stress ten-
sor is obtained by [6,30,25]: 
l LC " : S - U [S • (uu) - S : (uuuu)] + 
fiPe 
(ni, 
(11) 
where S is the alignment tensor, defined as S = (uu) - 1 / 3 , fi = 
0(103) is an empirical parameter determining the strength of the 
viscous stress contribution, andlp is the length of the rodlike par-
ticles. For concentrated solutions that are considered here, often 
fi = 0 is chosen since the viscous stress contribution is assumed to 
be negligible [6]. We keep this term so as to compare our results to 
previous studies. 
3. Numerical formulation 
To intégrate Eqs. (4)-(6) we employ the semi-Lagrangian finite 
element method introduced in [41]. The main features of this 
method are the following. (1) The time discretization is performed 
by a second order in time Backward-Difference-Formula (BDF2) 
along the characteristics curves of the material derivative opera-
tor (Dv/Dt). (2) The use of P2/P1 Taylor-Hood element for space 
discretization of velocity and pressure (Fig. 1). 
We must note that this element satisfies the so-called inf-sup 
condition. (3) The use of Pi -element for the space discretization of 
tensorial quantities. Specifically, the finite element space for tensor 
fields Sh of order r > 2 in R2 is defined as 
c ( r ) . SheC°(Df :Sh |T, =Pi(T i r .1<J '<N£ (12) 
where NE is the total number of triangles of the finite element mesh, 
and Tj denotes the jth triangle. Here, C°(D) means that each com-
ponent of the tensor Sh of order r is a continuous and bounded 
function defined on D. Henee, each Sh s SY' is then expressed as 
Sh(x) = ¿(S í l... ír)k*k(x), 1 1 ¿r < 2, (13) 
k=í 
where (S,- ¿r). = Sh(xk) are the valúes of Sh(x) at the vértices xk of 
the triangles.MP the number of pressure nodes, MV the number of 
velocity nodes, and {^k} denote the set of global basis functions of 
the subspace of piecewise linear polynomials defined on D. Since 
the difference of the numerical method of this paper with respect 
to the one of [41] lies in the calculation of the solution of the SDE 
Eq. (10), we proceed now to describe it. 
3.1. Numerical calculation of the SDE Eq. (10) 
To approximate the solution of the SDE (Eq. (10)) we employ 
the adaptive algorithm of [41 ] to calcúlate the position of the 
the center of mass X" of each rodlike particle at time instant tn; 
whereas u" is the numerical solution at time tn, which is obtained 
by applying Richardson extrapolation to the solutions ünAt,2 and 
ünAt calculated by the Euler-Maruyama scheme with time steps 
At/2 and At respectively. We termed this numerical procedure 
REM (Richardson extrapolated Euler-Maruyama) scheme. In [42] 
it is proved that if the drift and diffusion terms of the SDE are suf-
ficiently regular, then the REM scheme has weak convergence of 
order 0(At2), in contrast with the first order (weak convergence) 
of the Euler-Maruyama scheme, moreover, the extrapolation also 
improves the stability of the latter. Henee, the REM scheme is com-
putationally more efficient than the Euler-Maruyama scheme. 
Let ü^ t /2(X") and ünAt{Xn) be the solutions at time tn of the SDE 
Eq. (10) calculated by the Euler-Maruyama scheme with time steps 
At/2 and At respectively, then we take as solution of the SDE at 
the point (tn, X") the extrapólate 
u"(X") = 2ü^ t /2(X") -ü"At(X"). 
We must note that in the SDE the tensor terms (uu) and K, which 
are to be evaluated at the trajectories X(t) of the center of mass of 
the rodlike particles, are approximated in the finite element space 
Sjj \ following the methods proposed in [41 ]. Specifically, recalling 
that K = (Vv)T, we shall calcúlate the finite element approximation 
K|¡ to K at time instant tn as the L2-projection of (Vvj¡)T onto the 
spaceS^2); here v¡¡ denotes the finite element approximation to v at 
time instant tn. Thus, letting 
MP 
Kl(x) = J2(K^i2\^kW^<hJ2<2, (15) 
k=1 
where (KT1. ) are the valúes of K¡¡ at time instant tn at the vértices 
of the triangles of the mesh, then for each k 
KiVkdx--
D 
yvDTVkdx. (16) 
From this equation it follows that the components (KP. ) are 
calculated by inverting the so-called mass matrix. 
Remark 2. We use the L2 projection to recover the second order 
tensor K¡¡ = (Vv¡¡) for the following reasons: 
(1) Looking at the SDE, one needs the coefficients of that equation 
to be at least Lipschitz continuous for the existence and unique-
ness of the solution, with the problem that K|¡ is discontinuous 
at the boundaries of the elements; an easy and computation-
ally efficient fashion of recovering K¡¡ as a Lipschitz continuous 
function, particularly in unstructured meshes, is to L2-project 
it onto the finite element spaces S^\ 
(2) The L2-projection with lumping of (Vvj¡) is an averaging 
recovery technique. In [43] the efficiency and reliability of aver-
aging techniques as estimators of (Vv) is discussed. 
(3) It is true, like one of the referees pointed out, that the L2-
projection may require finer meshes to represent small scale 
features of the macro-scale velocity field; however, one may 
argüe that in viscoelastic flows at very low Reynolds number, 
the macroscale velocity is quite smooth over the whole domain 
but in certain regions where the mesh is more refined from the 
start of the calculations. 
As for the ensemble average tensor (uu), let (uu)j¡ eS^2) be its 
finite element approximation at time tn, that is 
(UU)g(x) = ¿ ( 7 ] J f 2 ) k ^ ( x ) , 1<Í! ,Í2 < 2 , (17) 
/<=! 
where (T". ) are the valúes of (uu) at time instant tn at the vértices 
of the triangles of the mesh, which are obtained by the procedure 
described in [41] to calcúlate a finite element approximation to 
the ensemble average (\); here \ can be a tensor of order r > 0, 
considering that a scalar function is a tensor of order 0. Let xn(X") 
denote the valué of \ at the point X" of the trajectory described 
by the center of mass of the i rodlike particle at time instant tn; 
we approximate the valué of the ensemble average of \n(X") at the 
vértices xk of the mesh triangles by applying the following scheme: 
(1) We divide each triangle of the mesh into three subelements of 
equal área by joining the barycenter with the vértices. Then, for 
each vértex xk we consider the región Ak formed by the unión 
of the subelements Aw that share the vértex xk (see Fig. 2). 
(2) In each subelement Ak¡ we find the number of points X" lying 
on it and calcúlate the ensemble averaged (xn(X"))r 
(3) (\n) is approximated at the vértex xk by the área weighted 
formula 
*k 
1 
Area(Ak) ^rea(A w ) (x
n (Xj , )> / ; (18) 
(xn(x?)>; 
Fig. 2. Scheme for the computation of the LC stress tensor. 
the finite element approximation (\\ to ^xn ) a t time fn is then 
given by 
MP 
<*>>) = £x2**(x). (19) 
k=1 
To make simple the presentation of the REM scheme as far as 
notation is concerned, let us rewrite the SDE equation as 
du = b(u, K, X, t)dt + g(u, X, t) • dW, 
where 
U 
(20) 
b ( u , * , X , t ) = ( I -uu) K U2Pe{UU) U 3Pe (X(t) , t ) , 
and 
g(u,X,t) = -uu)(X(t),t). 
(21) 
(22) 
1=1 
Also, we use the notation Xn, Kn, and un (Xn) to denote X(tn), 
K(X, tn) and u(X(tn) , tn) , respectively. The REM scheme to cal-
cúlate Xn and un(Xn) for each rodlike particle i, 1 <i<Np, is 
presented in Algorithm 1, , in which | • | denotes the modulus 
of a vector; AW t = Wtn_1/2 - Wtn_1 and AW2 = Wtn - Wtn_1/2 are 
the N(0, At/2) increments of the three-dimensional Wiener pro-
cess Wt on [tn_\/2, tn-i\ a n d [tn, tn-i/2l» respectively; and AW3 = 
AWi + AW2 is the N(0, At) increment of the three-dimensional 
Wiener process Wt on [tn, tn_i ]. 
4. Results and discussion 
The method is tested in the same eccentric cylinder geometry 
as studied in [22,26] (see Fig. 3): the outer cylinder remains at rest 
while the inner cylinder is started impulsively at time t = 0, rotating 
with angular frequency co. Following [22], we select two dimen-
sionless parameters to characterize the geometry shown in Fig. 3: 
fi = (R2-Ri) /R1 = 7/3 and e = e/R^ = 5/3. We also choose Rí=3 
and R2 = 10 to avoid fractional results; this is equivalent to using 
L = R\/3 as the characteristic length. Notice also that we study the 
start-up flow of a LCP solution, since the method presented here is 
valid for any transient problem. 
Three different meshes M-[,M2,M3 (see Table 1) were con-
sidered in the simulations. Convergence was attained with time 
step sizes 10 - 2 < At < 10_1, eventually choosing At < 4 x 10 - 2 . 
Fig. 3. The eccentric cylinder geometry. 
Table 1 
Velocity nodes MV, pressure nodes MP and number of elements NE for all three 
considered meshes Mi, M2 and M3. 
Mesh MV MP NE 
Mi 
M2 
M3 
8984 
2300 
602 
2300 
602 
164 
4384 
1096 
274 
Table 2 collects the execution times corresponding to the uncou-
pled analysis, with final time T = 300 and step size At = 4 x 10~2, 
performing 7500 time steps for each run. The most computer-
intensive calculation, coded in the Cprogramming language, takes 
roughly two days using a Desktop PC with an Intel Core 2 Dúo 
processor at 2.13 GHz with 2 GB of RAM, compiled using gcc 4.3 
with optimization flag - 0 3 . Memory requirements for the run 
with the máximum number of particles Np = 5 x 106 reach up 
to 1.3 GB. It was observed that the refinement of the mesh had 
an impact not only on the macroscopic variables (velocity, pres-
sure), but on the microscopic magnitudes (scalar order parameter, 
director vector) as well. Henee, considering the affordable com-
putational times of Table 2, we favor mesh Mi and reject meshes 
M2 and M3 for the sake of consisteney with the numerical scheme, 
employing a larger number of LCP particles for the density ratio 
to be maintained. This density number ranges from 300 up to 
5000 in the reported simulations with Np = 5 x 106 particles in 
mesh Mi, which is about twice as refined as the mesh employed in 
[22]. 
Table 2 
Execution times (in seconds x 104) for meshes Mi 
the number of particles Np = 106, 2 x 106 and 5 x 
M2 and M3 for different valúes of 
106. 
Mesh Np = 106 Np = 2 x l 0 6 Np = 5 x 106 
Mi 
M2 
M3 
3.964032 
2.788992 
2.632608 
7.090848 
5.552064 
5.186592 
16.84195 
13.76179 
11.52144 
Algorithm 1. REM scheme for the solution of the SDE. 
Data Rodlike particle í, number of rods Np, {X"" 1 } .^ , 
ResultXnandun(Xn). 
1 Obtain X? and X""1/2 by the adaptive algorithm of [41 ]. 
2 Compute 
ü ^ ( X ^ ) =u?-1(X?"1) 
+ ^ b (U¡, K j - \ X ? - \ tn-l) + g (uf.X?-1, t n - l ) • AWi, 
and then impose unit norm condition 
r n - l / 2 r v n - l / 2 x 
U At /2 ,A A i ) 
<0*r1/2) 
IIÜ B A ^(X?- 1 / 2 )II" 
3 Compute 
U At /2 , i ( X i • =«(xr1/2)+xb(Ui'K" 
+g( U j ,X f - 1 / 2 , t n _ 1 / 2 ) .AW 2 , 
n- l /2
 v n - l / 2 
(23) 
r n - l / 2 
and impose 
finAt/2,¡(xn = 
4 Compute 
•*At/2,¡VA¡ (X?) 
U' A t / 2 . ! ^ ! (X")ll 
(24) 
ünAU(X?) = uf-HX,"-1) + Atb (u,, K»-', Xf-1, í„_,) 
+ g ( u i ) X ^ 1 t „ _ 1 ) - A W 3 , 
and impose 
A" Í V I I Í U At , ¡ ( X ¡ ) 
IIÜAt.A'1)!!' 
5 Apply extrapolation and impose unit norm: 
Ü? (X») = 2únAt/2.((X?) - üAt>¡(Xn; u» (Xj1) 
4.1. Uncoupled analysis 
(25) 
nür(xr)n' 
(26) 
We first consider the decoupled situation as presented by Grosso 
et al. [26] in their discussion of different closure approximations for 
the Hess-Doi model. In that work, the authors perform several sim-
ulations in a decoupled fashion, solving the Fokker-Planck equation 
and then using the kinetic information as an input to their macro-
scopic module. Since our method can cope with this situation by 
setting the coupling (or concentration) parameter c = 0, we have 
run simulations for Pe = 10, 20, and also for Pe = 1, 5, 50 and 100, 
choosing the interaction potential U = 5.392 as that correspond-
ing to the same equilibrium valué of the scalar order parameter 
Seq = 0.68(3). We follow [22,26,33] and define the scalar orienta-
tional order parameter by S = [(3A : A - 1 )/2]1^2, where A = (uu) 
is the configuration tensor. 
Remark 3. A more appropriate definition for S is given by S = 
(3/2)dd : S, which allows for negative valúes of the scalar order 
parameter oceurring in planar biaxial ordered states, e.g. near 
defeets. In Fig. 16, we show that both definitions of S agree very well 
Fig. 4. Field of the scalar order parameter S for c = 0, Pe = 1, U = 5.392. 
Fig. 5. Field of the scalar order parameter S for c = 0, Pe = 10, U = 5.392. 
at points A, B and Cfor the uncoupled, local analysis. In the follow-
ing, we keep the original definition of S for comparison purposes 
with [22] and [26]. 
The initial distribution of configurations is sampled from a disor-
dered state, the purpose being to compare the Brownian approach 
with the closure approximations of that paper. 
The field of the scalar order parameter S for certain valúes of 
Pe at steady state is shown in Figs. 4-6. Note: 'FPE' data refers to 
that obtained by [26] for the Fokker Planck Equation by means ofthe 
spherical harmonics technique. It may be observed a cióse resem-
Fig. 6. Field ofthe scalar order parameter S for c = 0, U = 5.392. 
Fig. 7. Points A = (-2.5, 2.5), B = (2.5, 0), C = (0, -7.5) for the measurement of S 
and a (with respect to the x axis), for c = 0, U = 5.392, in mesh M\, At = 4 x 10~2, 
Np = 5 x 106 particles. 
blance with the field provided by the reference ('FPE') solution for 
Pe = 10, whereas the quadratic closure approximation from [26] 
offers larger and smoother valúes. The scalar order parameter field 
shows a change in character from Pe = 1 to Pe = 10, then remain-
ing qualitatively the same up to Pe = 100. This transition may be 
more readily noticed by a local analysis ofthe field, as suggested by 
Grosso et al. 
The local analysis is performed by selecting three different 
points ofthe domainA, B, C (see Fig. 7). Results for the scalar order 
parameter S as well as the orientation a of the director field d, mea-
sured with the x-axis, are provided in Figs. 8-15 for the selected 
Peclet numbers. In this work, as usual, the director field d is rep-
resentad by means of ellipses in which the width and length are 
proportional to the magnitude of the two eigenvalues associated 
to the eigenvectors ofthe configuration tensor A placed in the flow 
plañe, and the orientation is provided by the eigenvector associated 
to the eigenvalue ofthe largest magnitude. 
In points A and C, our method predicts stationary valúes almost 
identical to the ones provided by [26] for Pe = 10, 20, both for the 
scalar order parameter S and the director orientation a. The afore-
mentioned transition is now observed at point B for Pe = 1 and 
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Fig. 8. Scalar order parameter S at point A. Pe = 1, 5,10, 'FPE'. 
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Fig. 10. Scalar order parameter S at point B. Pe = 1, 5,10, TPE'. Fig. 13. Director orientation a at point B. Pe = 20, 50,100. 
larger: from a tumbling-like solution, similar to that predicted by 
the Bingham closure for Pe = 10 in [26], to a wagging behavior pre-
dicted by our model for Pe = 5, to a damped oscillation for Pe > 10. 
Damped oscillations are experimentally observed for LCP solutions 
and are also reported by Grosso et al. for Pe = 20; in our study, 
we observe this transition from wagging to damped oscillations at 
smaller valúes of Pe. 
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A possible explanation could be as follows: the macroscopic 
part of the problem can play such a role in the computation of the 
stochastic magnitudes that slight variations in the velocity gradient 
at certain points of the flow may change the character of the micro-
scopic magnitudes. This hypothesis is at least plausible since, for 
simple shear, non-equilibrium phase transitions between different 
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Fig. 11. Scalar order parameter S at point B. Pe = 20, 50,100. Fig. 14. Scalar order parameter S at point C. Pe = 1, 5,10, 'FPE'. 
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Fig. 15. Scalar order parameter S at point C. Pe = 20, 50,100. 
dynamical states are known to occur upon slight variations of shear 
rate [14]. To further verify this hypothesis, we conducted purely 
Brownian simulations with fixed valúes of the velocity gradient 
K + A K slightly deviating from the accurately computed velocity 
gradient K (employing meshes with a number of elements in the 
problematic región far exceeding that of mesh M\); the results, 
as shown in Fig. 17, support the previous explanation. Further-
more, a convergence check was carried out by means of purely 
stochastic simulations, taking as an input the velocity gradient at 
point B, varying the ensemble (here using no macroscopic mesh 
whatsoever) and the time step size for both non-extrapolated and 
Richardson extrapolated Euler-Maruyama schemes; the damping 
was predicted in all cases for Pe = 10 (see Figs. 18 and 19). 
4.2. Coupled analysis 
Next, we activate the coupling or backflow effect between the 
LCP and the macroscopic flow, by setting the concentration number 
c to a non-zero valué, taking as a reference the work by Feng and Leal 
[22] for comparison purposes. The Reynolds number Re = 1.11 x 
10"4 as well as the Peclet Pe = 20, the empirical valué fi = 103, the 
prefactor (ni3) = 2 x 105, and the intensity of the dimensionless 
interaction potential U = 4, were fixed to the same valúes used in 
[22], with such a small Reynolds number being chosen so as to avoid 
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Fig. 17. Deviation of the scalar order parameter at point B from baseline valúes after 
a slight variation of the transposed velocity gradient K for an ensemble of Np = 104 
particles with At = 5 x 10 - 3 . 
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Fig. 18. Convergence of the scalar order parameter at point B as a function of the time 
step, for Euler-Maruyama and Richardson extrapolated Euler-Maruyama schemes. 
Np = 106 particles. 
any transient state. Initially, the rodlike particles were aligned with 
the horizontal x-axis. We choose c = 10,100,150 and 200, keeping 
the influence of the LCP on the flow limited to a certain degree; 
the evolution of the S field with an increase in the concentration 
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Fig. 24. Director vector d for At = 4 x 10"2, c = 10 with mesh Mi, Pe = 20,1/ = 4, 
Nn = 5 x 106. 
number c is shown in Figs. 20-23: in the regions cióse to the inner 
cylinder, S remains rather unchanged for all c valúes, whereas an 
abrupt reduction is observed at zones x > 0. 
The valúes predicted by our model for the scalar order parameter 
are somewhat lower than those reported in [22] using the quadratic 
closure; however, this closure is known to provide smoother and 
overestimated valúes with respect to those predicted by the more 
accurate Bingham closure (see, e.g. [26] for a detailed discussion). 
The director field d for the lowest and highest valúes of c is also 
represented in Figs. 24 and 25; the disclination lines observed by 
[22] and [25] are apparent for the case of c = 10, whereas for c = 
200 none could be distinctly observed. 
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Fig. 25. Director vector d for At = 2 x 10 
Np = 5 x 106. 
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Fig. 27. Vertical component of the velocity, vy along the x axis for c = 10,100,150 
and 200; U = 4; Pe = 20; mesh Mi; At = 4 x 10"2;NP = 5 x 106. 
An investigation of S as well as the vertical component of 
the velocity vy and the magnitude of the strain-rate tensor y = 
(D : D)1/2, where D = (Vv + (Vv)T) /2, was performed along the 
horizontal x axis of the eccentric cylinder (see Figs. 26-28, respec-
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Fig. 28. Magnitude y of the rate-of-strain tensor along the x axis for c = 10, 100, 
150 and 200; L/ = 4; Pe = 20; mesh Mi; At = 4 x 10-2;Np = 5 x 106. 
tively). Now, the behavior of S is more easily recognizable according 
to the pattern expressed above: attenuation as c grows up, a fea-
ture also recorded by Feng and Leal in their study. As for the vertical 
component of the velocity, the influence of the polymer is apparent, 
producing an "abatement" of the flow in the proximity of the inner 
cylinder, growing in intensity as c increases, much in accordance 
with the predictions of [22]. The results for the magnitude of the 
strain-rate y present a reciprocal behavior, increasing the rate of 
strain with the coupling between polymer and flow. 
5. Conclusions 
A comparative study on complex flows of liquid-crystalline 
solutions using a semi-Lagrangian micro-macro method has been 
presented. The method has been tested with a reference problem, 
namely, the eccentric rotating cylinder, the analysis being carried 
out in two parts. 
Firstly, the stochastic part of the model is highlighted by assess-
ing the situation from a decoupled point of view, as suggested by 
[26]. Investigations of the Peclet number from Pe = 1 and up to 
valúes Pe = 100 are reported, showing a dramatic change in the 
behavior of the scalar order parameter in the non-stationary zones. 
A local analysis distinctly records that transition: from wagging to 
tumbling to damped oscillations at point B. We find the transition 
from wagging to damped oscillations at somewhat lower Peclet 
numbers compared to [26] and offer plausible arguments for this 
difference. Purely stochastic simulations confirm convergence and 
damping of the oscillations for Pe > 10 for the examined situations. 
Secondly, the effect of the LCP on the flow is investigated, 
and microscopic and macroscopic variables are compared to those 
provided by [22] for c = 10,100, while also providing results for 
c = 150 and c = 200. An abatement of the flow and reduction of 
the scalar order parameter field are observed when increasing the 
coupling. Moreover, disclinations for c = 10 are also registered at 
two located regions of the flow, gradually disappearing as c exceeds 
c = 100. 
The scheme is a general, bi-dimensional, second order accurate 
in time and space semi-Lagrangian micro-macro method, which 
to the best of our knowledge has been employed for the first time 
here to predict rheological behavior of liquid crystalline solutions 
both in transient and stationary problems. The results provided for 
the eccentric rotating cylinder geometry show their ability to cope 
with complex flows and presents itself as an alternative to LCP flow 
simulations with closure approximations. 
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